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PARTNER UPDATES

We are excited to share 
significant progress and 
milestones achieved by our 

company in the commissioning phase 
of our ground-breaking project: the 
development of a new type of pea protein, 
Ultimate Pea Protein isolate (UP.P™). As 
we continue to push the boundaries of 
innovation, sustainability, and nutritional 
excellence we want to provide you with a 
comprehensive update on our journey so 
far.

Project Overview:
Our journey began with a vision: to create 
a plant-based protein that not only meets 
but exceeds industry standards in terms 
of quality, functionality, and sustainability 
at an affordable price. Traditional pea 
protein has long been celebrated for 
its plant-based, hypoallergenic, and 
environmentally friendly attributes. 
However, we saw an opportunity to refine 
and elevate this protein source to new 
heights, including taking away the off-
putting taste, colour, and odor that is 
generally associated with pea protein.

Milestone 1: Cutting-Edge Processing 
Facility
We are thrilled to announce that we are in 
final commissioning steps of automating 
our state-of-the-art processing facility. 
Located in the heart of our pea-protein 
cultivation region, this facility is designed 
to maximize efficiency while minimizing 
environmental impact. It incorporates 
the latest advancements in sustainable 
manufacturing, including energy-efficient 
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equipment, water-usage reduction 
systems, and waste-reduction processes.

Milestone 2: Sustainable Farming 
Practices
Central to our mission is sustainability, 
and we’re proud to report that our 
commitment extends to the very roots of 
our operation. Our pea protein is sourced 
from farms that adhere to regenerative 
agricultural practices, minimizing soil 
erosion, conserving water, and promoting 
biodiversity. By working closely with 
local and regional farmers, we’re not 
only ensuring a steady supply of high-
quality peas but also contributing to the 
prosperity of the communities we operate 
in and around.

Milestone 3: Advanced Protein 
Extraction Techniques
One of the key innovations driving our 
project is the development of advanced 
protein extraction techniques. These 
methods allow us to obtain the purest 
form of pea protein while preserving 
nutritional and functional integrity. The 
result is a protein with enhanced solubility, 
a smoother texture, and a superior taste 
profile compared to conventional pea 
protein.
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We want to express our deepest  
gratitude to our dedicated team, our 
committed partners, and our supportive 
investors who have been instrumental 
in bringing this vision to life. Together, 
we are not only pioneering a new era in 
pea protein but also contributing to a 
healthier, more sustainable future for our 
planet. 

We invite you to stay connected  
with us as we embark on this exciting 
phase of our journey. Your continued 
support and enthusiasm are invaluable as 
we work towards a more sustainable and 
nutritious world.

Are you ready to learn more?

Visit: www.pip-international.com 
Contact us at: inquiries@pip-interna-
tional.com

Milestone 4: Uncompromising Quality 
Assurance
Quality assurance is at the core of our 
operations. Our team of experts rigorously 
test throughout the production process 
to ensure it meets the highest quality of 
standards for purity, safety, and nutritional 
value. We’re proud to report that our 
product consistently surpasses industry 
benchmarks. In addition, we have several 
3rd party labs that verify and monitor our 
results. Trust but validate!

Looking Ahead
While we celebrate these achievements, 
we recognize that our journey is far 
from over. In the coming months we 
will focus on optimizing production, 
capacity expansion, and engaging with 
partners and consumers to ensure that 
our pea protein reaches those who seek 
sustainable, nutritious, and plant-powered 
solutions.
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